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Do animals have beliefs (in addition to perception, learning, and instinct)? And if so, do they understand that other animals have beliefs, too? Regarding the first question, I argue that there is empirical evidence (in particular, evidence drawn from a recent appearance-reality discrimination study with chimpanzees) that strongly suggests that animals have beliefs, but there is also a compelling philosophical argument (à la Donald Davidson) against taking these beliefs in animals to be propositional attitudes. I sketch a non-propositional attitude model of belief suitable for animals. Regarding the second question, I argue that the question of whether animals (specifically, great apes) are capable of attributing beliefs to other agents is still very much an open empirical question, the various philosophical and empirical arguments to the contrary notwithstanding. To move the empirical field forward on this question, an alternative belief-attribution test for animals is needed. In the latter part of the talk, I outline such a test and show how it solves a persistent methodological puzzle in the field, often called ‘Povinelli’s problem.’